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2022
EUROCAE
Symposium
EUROCAE´s annual Symposium, with
participation from top industry leaders
and regulators from Europe and around
the world, is an unique opportunity to
engage and to discuss the most emergent
topics within the aviation community.
This year, the General Assembly and the
2022 EUROCAE Symposium will take place
in Warsaw, Poland, on 28-29 April 2022.
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Why you should
attend?
Join our annual Symposium in
Poland this April and benefit from
the knowledge and leadership
experiences of our speakers,
among
innovative
technology
suppliers and highly specialised
experts who will examine the most
relevant themes for the aviation
sector.
Depending on your role at your
organisation, there are many more
benefits you will gain by joining our
event.

►Hear about the latest and highly
relevant subjects in aviation
►The quality of the speakers who
have been invited to discuss various
panels promises a most interesting
and informative event
►The occasion to meet other
members and representatives of the
aviation industry and to widen your
network
►Gain valuable knowledge and
expertise on the global air sector
►Contribute to our Organisation’s
work programme
►Gain access to the global event +
Breakfast, Lunch and Gala dinner /
Award night
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The programme
The discussions and conclusions
will shape, tailor and guide
EUROCAE´s strategy on how to
support aviation developments and
how we can contribute to achieve
the overall targets.

► Panel 1: VTOL
► Panel 2: UTM / U-Space
► Panel 3: UAS Technology
► Panel 4: Cybersecurity
► Panel 5: Sustainability
► Panel 6: Space
EUROCAE organises a Gala dinner and
an Award night to recognise excellence,
leadership and hard work in EUROCAE WGs
be it by the WG Chairperson, Secretary, or
other key members of the group.
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The EUROCAE’s annual Symposium
offers a unique opportunity to unite
representatives from the entire
aeronautical community.
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Save your seat
Register online

Want to sponsor the event?

This year, we propose a hybrid format : the event
will be physically hosted in Warsaw, Poland and
on live-stream.

The EUROCAE Symposium offers you an
opportunity to increase your brand’s exposure to
a large network of stakeholders and industries.
Reaching a +10,000 audience, the event will
increase your visibily worldwide, on national and
international media.

Categories

Cost

Non-members

400€

Members

300€

Students*

40€

Group discount
Live-stream

Find our sponsorhip brochure here

on request
free

The registration includes : a 2-day pass for the
global event, breakfast, lunch, invitation to the
General Assembly (for members only), invitation
for the Gala dinner and Award night.
*Students will benefit from access to the event, but will
be asked to pay a fee to attend the Gala diner and the
Award night.
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CONTACT US

PARTNER

Events & Press relations

EUROCAE ATM standardisation
activities in support of single
European sky have received funding
from the European Union.

Samy Belkadi
t: +33 (1) 49 46 19 77
e: samy.belkadi@eurocae.net

www.eurocae.net
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